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ABSTRACT

We propose a representation of f0 using the Continuous
Wavelet Transform (CWT) and the Discrete Cosine Trans-
form (DCT). The CWT decomposes the signal into various
scales of selected frequencies, while the DCT compactly
represents complex contours as a weighted sum of cosine
functions. The proposed approach has the advantage of
combining signal decomposition and higher-level represen-
tations, thus modeling low-frequencies at higher levels and
high-frequencies at lower-levels. Objective results indicate
that this representation improves f0 prediction over tradi-
tional short-term approaches. Subjective results show that
improvements are seen over the typical MSD-HMM and are
comparable to the recently proposed CWT-HMM, while us-
ing less parameters. These results are discussed and future
lines of research are proposed.

Index Terms— prosody, HMM-based synthesis, f0 mod-
eling, continuous wavelet transform, discrete cosine trans-
form

1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical parametric speech synthesis techniques are ca-
pable of achieving high levels of intelligibility. However,
the speech produced is neutral in terms of prosody which
can sound bland and monotonous if used as conversational
speech. While some approaches achieve better degrees of
naturalness, speech synthesis of conversational speech is still
a largely unsolved problem [1][2].

One of the main open research areas in speech synthesis
is the modeling of speech prosody. Prosody conveys infor-
mation that goes beyond the sequence of segments, syllables,
and words found within an utterance, as well as beyond the
lexical and syntactic systems of a language. The informa-
tion that is conveyed is often of a linguistic, para-linguistic,
and non-linguistic nature, expressing dependencies between
components within an utterance and linking it to the overall
discourse [3].
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Prosodic variation is often treated as an independent layer
that lies on top of the sequence of segments. These prosodic
variations cannot be derived simply from the segmental se-
quence that underlies a spoken utterance, illustrating what has
been called the ’lack of reference problem’ [4]. Therefore, it
is widely agreed that prosody is inherently supra-segmental
[1] [3] [4] [5] [6] .

Given the nature of prosody, we can understand how it is
affected by long-term dependencies, mostly at word, phrase,
utterance, or discourse levels. But it should be noted that
both duration and f0 are also influenced by segmental dif-
ferences. Voiceless segments, for instance, lack explicit f0
values, and high vowels generally have higher f0 than low
vowels. Similarly, some segments (vowels, fricatives) are in-
trinsically longer than others (plosives, liquids) [5].

Therefore, even though prosody is thought to be supra-
segmental, the acoustic properties through which it is man-
ifested are influenced both at a supra-segmental level, with
long-term dependencies, and at a segmental-level, with short-
term dependencies

However, standard techniques in statistical parametric
speech synthesis are still focused on short-term approaches,
such as Multi-Space Distribution HMMs (MSD-HMM) [7]
or Continuous F0 HMMs (CF-HMM) [8]. These approaches
typically focus on short-term variations and capture supra-
segmental effects somewhat implicitly through context de-
pendent models.

In order to leverage the suprasegmental characteristics
of prosody, some work started to explore multiple tempo-
ral domains in the modeling of f0 [9][10][11][12]. These
approaches typically model f0 over larger units, such as syl-
lables or phrases, adding them to the traditional phone-level
models. To represent f0 at these higher levels, the Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) is used, which is able to compactly
represent complex contours.

Common findings within these approaches show that,
although multi-level models improve synthesized speech,
higher levels contribute little to the naturalness of synthetic
speech. However, in most of these approaches there is no
attempt to separate long-term from short-term effects of f0.

Recently, the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) has
been proposed for the analysis and modeling of f0 within an



HMM-framework [13]. Here some improvements were seen
in the accuracy of f0 modeling, but these effects were still be-
ing modeled only locally at frame-level. Conversely to this
CWT model, in the previously discussed class of models us-
ing the DCT, the same signal is modeled both on lower and
higher levels. That is, long term-term intervals still have to
deal with short-term effects and short-term models have to
deal with long-term effects.

In this work, we propose to explore a multi-level repre-
sentation of f0 by combining both transforms. This allows
us to represent f0 by first decomposing it into several scales
and then model each at their respective levels. That is, short-
term effects are modeled with short-term units and long-term
effects are modeled with long-term units.

2. THE CONTINUOUS WAVELET TRANSFORM

A wavelet is a short waveform with finite duration averag-
ing to zero. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) can
describe the f0 signal in terms of various transformations of a
Mother Wavelet. Scaling the Mother Wavelet, the transform is
able to capture high frequencies if the wavelet is compressed,
and low frequencies if it is stretched. The process is repeated
by translating the Mother Wavelet.

The output of the CWT is an MxN matrix where M is
the number of scales and N is the length of the signal. The
CWT coefficient at scale a and position b is given by:

C(a, b; f(t);ψ) = a−1/2

∫ ∞
−∞

f(t)ψ(
t− b

a
)dt (1)

where f(t) is the input signal and ψ is the Mother
Wavelet. In line with the work of [13] we choose a Mex-
ican Hat Mother wavelet, and fix our analysis at 10 discrete
scales which gives us the following ad hoc reconstruction
formula:

f0(x) =
10∑

i=1

Ci(x)(i+ 2.5)−5/2 (2)

3. THE DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM

The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) stylizes a contour con-
sisting of N discrete samples with a weighted sum of zero
phase cosine functions. The signal is represented by N DCT
coefficients C = [c1, c2, c3, ...cN ]. If x is a signal of length
N , then:

c(k) = w(k)
N∑

n=1

x(n)cos(
π(2n− 1)(k − 1)

2N
) (3)

where

w(k) =


√

1
N if k = 1√
2
N if 1 < k ≤ N

(4)

The DCT is an invertible transform, and the signal can be
easily reconstructed with the Inverse Discrete Cosine Trans-
form (IDCT):

x(n) =
N∑

k=1

w(k)c(k)cos(
π(2n− 1)(k − 1)

2N
) (5)

With all coefficients, the IDCT is able to perfectly recon-
struct the signal. Most of the energy is stored in the initial
coefficients, which often leads to an approximation of the sig-
nal with minimal loss by truncating the coefficients to the first
M samples. Typically, previous work used the first 5-7 DCT
coefficients to represent f0 [9][10][11][12].

4. F0 REPRESENTATION

Both the CWT and the DCT are sensitive to discontinuities
in the f0 contour, so the signal was linearly interpolated over
unvoiced regions. The interpolated log-f0 contour was then
reduced to zero mean and unit variance, as this is required by
the wavelet transform.

To decompose f0, we use a continuous wavelet based
decomposition approach identical to that described in [13],
using 10 wavelet scales, each one octave apart. To reduce
the number of scales, adjacent scales were combined, which
resulted in a 5 scale representation of the signal, each approx-
imately 2 octaves apart. The use of these particular scales
is motivated by attempting to relate scales to levels of lin-
guistic structure, and each one of these scales is labeled with
an approximate representation in a linguistically-motivated
hierarchical structure. We assume that high frequencies
(lower scales) capture short-term variations associated with
the phone and that low frequencies (higher scales) capture
long-term variations associated with the utterance. In be-
tween, we define the mid-frequencies at syllable, word, and
phrase levels.

To model each linguistic scale, the CWT extracted con-
tour is first segmented appropriately at that scale, e.g. the syl-
lable scale is segmented at syllable boundaries – bootstrapped
by forced alignment at the phone level. The DCT was then
applied to parameterize each segment individually.

A quick evaluation was performed on a development set
in order to determine a suitable number of DCT coefficients
needed at each of the linguistic-levels to minimize signal loss.
Correlation and RMSE were used to measure the signal be-
fore and after reconstruction. We have extracted a number of
DCT coefficients at utterance (3 coefficients); phrase (4 coef-
ficients); word (4 coefficients); syllable (6 coefficients); and
phone (6 coefficients) levels.

The correlation between the original and the reconstructed
signal with these coefficients was .995 with a root mean



square error of 2.6Hz.

4.1. Parametric Representation

At this point, the signal is represented by segments at 5 lin-
guistically motivated levels, each with a fixed number of co-
efficients. Every phone in the utterance has an observation
vector of 6 components representing high-frequencies, each
syllable an observation vector of 6 components representing
mid-frequencies, and so on.

In [13], the sentence mean that was removed while nor-
malizing the signal was ignored in training, and for synthesis,
along with the voiced/unvoiced distinction, it was inherited
from the baseline model. Here, we include sentence mean as
the fourth component in the utterance-level observation vec-
tor. This representation allows us to move beyond frame-level
modeling, used by [13], and model utterance-level effects at
utterance level, and phone-level effects at phone-level.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Data

For this task, we have used the freely available audiobook
A Tramp Abroad, written by Mark Twain and first published
in 1880, available from Librivox1. Audiobooks are a rich
source of speech data, as the speaker often reads full chap-
ters sequentially, thus making it ideal to explore higher-level
prosodic phenomena. It is also very expressive data, as the
reader mimics the voices of characters and attempts to con-
vey some type of emotion depending on the circumstances.
The data has been pre-processed according to the methods
described in [14] and [15]. We have used a manually se-
lected subset consisting only of narrated speech, thus setting
aside direct speech data. The reason for this is that we in-
tend to focus only on expressive read speech that is influ-
enced by higher-level phenomena, and avoid possible changes
of speaking style and voice characteristics contain within the
direct speech portions of the book.

5.2. Models

To test the proposed representation, the following systems
were trained.

MSD-HMM Standard f0 MSD model using 5-state left-to-
right HMMs at phone-level.

CF-HMM Continuous-F0 HMM using the interpolated f0
signal. f0 is modeled in a single data stream with joint
dynamic features.

CWT-HMM The 5-scale wavelet representation is modeled
with HMMs, similarly to [13]. Each scale is modeled
by a separate data stream, with joint dynamic features.

1http://librivox.org

DCT-phn and DCT-syl Interpolated log-f0 is represented
at phone or syllable levels using 6 DCT coefficients.
Since CWT is not used for this representation, the sig-
nal was not normalized for zero mean and unit variance.
Observation vectors were clustered with multivariate
regression trees. For generation, f0 contour is found
by traversing the decision tree and finding the pre-
dicted observation vector at its leaf node. The signal is
then reconstructed using the IDCT at phone or syllable
levels with force-aligned duration.

CWT/DCT-MRT and CWT/DCT-URT Normalized interpo-
lated log-f0 is first decomposed with the CWT, then
each scale is represented by the DCT at each level.
Multivariate Regression Trees (*-MRT) are used to
cluster observation vectors. Therefore, the model con-
sists of 5 trees, one at each level. An alternative clusters
each vector component using Univariate Regression
Trees (*-URT), to a total of 24 regression trees (one per
vector component). For generation, the signal is found
by first applying the IDCT, concatenating wavelet con-
tours, and applying the wavelet reconstruction formula.

CWT/DCT-HMM Initial experiments have shown that higher
frequencies are harder to predict than lower frequen-
cies. This approach models the high frequencies
(phone-level scale) with 5 state left-to-right HMMs,
using an individual data stream with joint dynamic fea-
tures. The remaining scales are modeled similarly to
the CWT/DCT-MRT system, using multivariate regres-
sion trees.

5.3. Objective Results

The synthesized f0 contours were compared to the reference
contours for all 50 utterances in the test set. As objective
measures, we have used the traditional root-mean-square-
error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (correlation). These
measures are sensitive to duration, so to make all models
comparable, segment durations for all systems were taken
from the force-aligned natural speech from the held out test
set. Each measure is computed at sentence-level over voiced-
frames only, and the arithmetic average is taken over the
entire test corpus.

Objective measures indicate that our proposed represen-
tation combining both the CWT and the DCT performs better
than all other systems. The CWT-HMM shows relevant im-
provements over the MSD and CF HMMs, which reinforces
the relevance of performing signal decomposition for f0 mod-
eling. Our proposed representation improves over the CWT-
HMM results, although not significantly.

The DCT models perform the worst out of all sys-
tems, which suggests that some improvements might be
achieved using more complex models with this representa-
tion, such as using dynamic features, as shown by earlier



work [9][10][11][12].

(a) Correlation

(b) RMSE

Fig. 1: Objective measures for trained systems.

5.4. Subjective Results

A perceptual experiment was conducted on 3 selected systems
from the objective results. 50 test utterances were synthesized
with the f0 contours predicted from the MSD-HMM, CWT-
HMM, and CWT/DCT-MRT systems. Spectral and aperiod-
icity parameters were used from the MSD-HMM, thus only
f0 is different.

16 native speakers have judged randomized utterance
pairs in a preference test with a ’no preference’ option. Ut-
terance pairs were organized such that each participant only
judged the same utterance pair once. Each utterance pair was
judged 8 times for a total of 400 judgments per condition.
Results are presented in table 1, where we see percentage
preferences and the results of a 1 tailed-binomial test assum-
ing an expected 50% split, with the no-preference judgments
distributed equally over the other two conditions. We see a
significant preference for the CWT-HMM and CWT/DCT-
MRT over the baseline MSD-HMM, but no preference be-
tween the CWT-HMM and CWT/DCT-MRT systems.

MSD-HMM CWT-HMM
CWT/

DCT-MRT N/P
Binomial

test p
26.5% 54.5% - 19% p < 0.01

24% - 60.75% 15.25% p < 0.01

- 34.25% 31.5% 34.25% p = 0.27

Table 1: Preference Test Results

6. DISCUSSION

The experiments indicate that the proposed model and the
CWT-HMM both perform better than the traditional baseline
MSD-HMM, which once again supports the relevance of sig-
nal decomposition.

We did not observe significant performance differences of
our models over the CWT-HMM. However, our proposed rep-
resentation uses less parameters than the CWT-HMM repre-
sentation, and it has the advantage of modeling lower frequen-
cies at higher levels, and mid-frequencies are middle levels,
thus moving away from short-term approaches. The CWT-
HMM is still limited by a short-term representation, and our
models should be able to model long distance dependencies
relating to prosodic context at the different levels of structure
once appropriate linguistic features, particularly those relat-
ing to semantics and pragmatics can be introduced to account
for these differences.

In this work, clustering was performed using the standard
set of shallow context features, commonly used in speech syn-
thesis [2]. However, it has been shown that the current feature
set is not very effective when it comes to modeling prosodic
naturalness [16][17]. We also saw no particular advantage to
modeling f0 at the frame level using HMMs for the phone
sized units. This suggests that any prosodic effects at this
level are either captured well enough by just a decision tree,
or they are failed to be captured by any of the types of model
discussed here.

Finally, we have limited ourselves to simpler modeling
techniques with the traditional Decision Trees. It is possi-
ble that further improvements could be seen using more com-
plex approaches, such as Random Forests [18] or Deep Neu-
ral Networks [19]. Future work will focus on more complex
supra-segmental related representations of context, which is
expected to improve the proposed representation to a greater
extent than with the short-term approaches, such the MSD-
HMM and the CWT HMMs.

7. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a multi-level representation of f0 using the
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and the Discrete Co-
sine Transform (DCT). This representation decomposes the f0
signal using the CWT and compactly represents each wavelet
scale at a linguistically-motivated level using the DCT.

Results show that for an expressive audiobook dataset,
this representation performs better than traditional short-term
approaches such as the MSD-HMM or the CF-HMM. Al-
though performance is similar to the CWT-HMM, it has the
advantage of not being limited to a frame-based approach.

Future work will focus on exploring dynamic features and
more complex predictive methods and interactions between
scales. On the feature side, more complex context represen-
tations will be explored.
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